Cheesey, Juicy, Salty, Sweet - This Lasagna has it all!
Lasagne was a special occasion meal growing up - and
I can see why! It’s a lot of work to prepare each
mixture - the meat/tomato, the cheese, the vegetable
and the pasta before FINALLY - and rewardingly putting it all together.
But it’s oh, so worth it.

MEAT MIXTURE:
COOK A good mix of lean and fatty ground meats. I used Ground Lamb with
Toulouse Sausage. Cooked thoroughly with ﬁnely diced white Onions. Add a cup
of Pork or Chicken Stock and reduce all liquid, leaving the ﬂavor.
STIR IN > in a can or two of strained diced tomatoes as you like, and 1 small tin of
Tomato Paste with any herbs such as Oregano. Season.
CHEESE MIXTURE:
STIR TOGETHER > A tub or two of Cottage Cheese with some dry grated
Parmesan, 1 egg, white Pepper and a touch of salt.
VEGETABLE MIXTURE:
I used 2 bunches of fresh Spinach and thin-sliced Zucchini, both slightly salted to
release water then towel-dried.
PASTA:
Use your favorite Pasta recipe - or use ours! I only needed 1 portion to make all
the ﬂat noodles.

PREP all your Mixtures above.
LAYER like my little notes my Mom gave me when I moved out on my own (see left) <<<!
Lasagnes can be frozen for up to 6 months.
BAKE at 350d F for either an hour (fresh) or 90-120min (frozen).
PRO TIP > If cooking from frozen, cut into portions after 1hr so the lasagne can heat through.
PRO TIP > Make notes! What quantities worked for you? What ﬂavors might you add next
time?

This decadent Lasagna is perfect to pull out on a busy day. You can mix it up with your own
ﬂavors and quantities - experiment! Try cubed squash instead of meat, or add a nice, sharp
cheese to the blend.
Let me know what your favorite is! #everydaygatherings

